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Husqvarna Husqvarna Automower 430X
NERA

Description
Wire free installation available. The Automower NERA range, compatible with the intelligent
Husqvarna EPOS Plug-in kit, offers you the freedom of completely customisable lawn
maintenance, by creating virtual boundaries through satellite based technology, instead of
physical wires.
Automower Zone Control. Create both work areas and temporary stay-out zones in the
Automower Connect app, without changing the installation. Giving you more control to define
different work areas of your lawn and apply different schedules and cutting heights to each.
Or to prevent the robotic mower from mowing in areas by creating stay-out zones.
Object Detection & Avoidance. Built-in technology assists the mower to detect and avoid
objects, reducing the risk of unplanned stops. The detections mode reduces the speed and
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makes collisions softer and the avoidance mode causes the mower to turn away and avoid 
impact.
Automower Connect app. Enjoy the convenience of complete command from your
smartphone with the Husqvarna Automower Connect app. From edge to edge you can
manage and monitor your Husqvarna robotic mower freeing you from the task of mowing
your lawn with the reliability to always achieve a premium cut. Make your lawn care as
carefree as possible with Automower Connect. Cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity
available, dependent on model. 

Smart Home integration. Fully integrate your robotic mowerinto your smart home. Voice-
control itwith Alexa and Google Home, use it inIFTTT routines and more.
GPS theft protection. Equipped with GPS tracking, keep track of your mower to minimise the
risk of theft.?
Husqvarna AIM Technology (Automower Intelligent Mapping). Husqvarna AIM Technology
uses onboard GPS and sensors to create a virtual map of your lawn. With AIM Technology
you can use the app to create work areas with different cuttings heights and schedules, or
stay-out zones for personalised zone control. 
See this product on our website

Specification

Location: ["New from Manufacturer"]

Manufacturer: Husqvarna

Model: Husqvarna Automower 430X NERA

More images
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https://riponfarmservices.apknowhow.co.uk/products/new-machinery/groundcare/robotic-autonomous-mowers/husqvarna-husqvarna-automower-430x-nera/
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